PRIVATE LESSONS

Junior (30-40 min) $60
Adult (45-55 min) $110
Follow-up Lessons (40 min) $90
Putting & Swing Video Analysis $110
Playing Lesson (on course instruction) $190

GROUP LESSONS

Parent/Child Lesson (30-40 min) $90
50-Minute Group Lessons:
Two Person $60/person
Three Person $50/person
Four Person $40/person

INSTRUCTION PACKAGES

4-Lesson Series Adult · $330
The first lesson is one hour and includes a complete analysis of swing and short game. The following three lessons are customized to what the player would benefit most from and each lesson is 45 minutes.

Women’s Group · 2-Lesson Pack $99/person · 4-Lesson Pack $160/person (includes round of golf) *3-5 per group
For ladies who don’t want to listen to men other than Jeff for swing advice. Lots of fun in a relaxed atmosphere where all levels of play will feel welcome.

COACHING

Ten Hours of Instruction/Coaching · Private $800 · 2 people $500/person · 3 people $400/person *Max 3 people
Guaranteed improvement with ten hours of focused instruction. This is what you really need to improve scoring and lower your handicap. Coaching Package includes:
· Casual 9-hole round of golf with Jeff to analyze and determine needs of player(s).
· Three on-course lessons with range or short game lesson to follow.

“Beginner to advanced, Jeff can help any golfer”

JCHAMBERS@ELMWOODGC.COM · TWITTER @CHAMBERSGOLF · 306.778.4653
ELMWOOD GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB · SWIFT CURRENT, SK · WWW.ELMWOODGC.COM